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Our choices can lead to happiness or sadness. Due to the situations, many people find themselves

in; they think that the power of choice has been taken from them. They feel helpless, out of control

of their own life.There are two main choices in this world, you can choose to FEAR the future, which

limits the options available to you, or you can choose to have FAITH which opens up unlimited

options.Through the media. Be it television, newspaper or The Internet we can be bombarded with

fear from a morning to night, so much so that we become accustomed to it and take it as the norm.

If you are looking for examples of faith then you have to search for it, seek it out.In this book, I would

like to restore some of that faith that may have been taken from you throughout the years. I will

share stories of how both faith and fear are equally powerful and need to be treated as so.FEAR

can bring sickness, depression, heartache.FAITH can bring healing, good fortune, mental

clarity.When you take responsibility that the power of choice is within you and not in the

circumstances that affect your life, then with that comes an within bliss. As you stand in faith, it

allows Gods love to flow into your life, creating stronger family bonds, peace of mind, healing, often

off incurable diseases.I welcome you today to make a choice of faith and learn to leave fear behind.

Where you once seen a dead end, you will now see crossroads.I leave the choice to join me up to

you. Have a great day.
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Great read and came to me at a time in my life that it truly lifted me up. I understand the authors

point of view and to have seen negative thoughts ruin another's life. I am a firm believer that being

positive, sharing joy with others & placing your faith in God's hands makes life much easier than

being a Debbie Downer. Read this book, you'll be happier if you do.

Simple and to the point!

Truer words were never spoken. This is a fine companion book to your "God's Timing is Perfect".

Thank you, Heavenly Father for using Rev J. Martin as your instrument, which you then had touch

my mind, heart and soul.

This author delivers a terrific message that is easily absorbed. I do wish that he or his editor might

have spent more time on grammar, and the proper selection of pronouns. The author is a learned

man, better editing would support that idea more completely.

Thank you I wished that I had read this book during difficult periods of my life . Reading this book

was a godsend. I highly recommend this book

I have always known this but not used it. today I start. I am taking this information and With God's

promise to me I will conquer all my fears and doubts and live a glorious life . the one I want . I will

not let the devil steal my joy ever again! I am blessed thru Christ my Savior. so I best start saying it

and believing it!

This book actually explains how my life change after becoming a believer after what has happened

through me last semester.

I had no idea how much I needed to read this. It hit me hard and fast and I appreciate it
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